
 

 

Class I and II 

The students of class I and II really geared up as they drove their parents 
through the information about the various Modes of Transportation on 
their Activity Day held on the 28th of January, 2017.  The parents were 
thrilled to meet the little explorers as the students shared the 
information their teachers have gathered and taught them about the 
topic. All modes of transport – land, rail, water, air, space, and green – 
were spoken about. The children also recited about the safety measures 
to be taken while travelling. The day left the children feeling ecstatic 
as they now knew so much more and for once in a place where they 
were saying and the parents were listening! 

 
Class III and IV 

 
The students of class III and IV had an amazing day on the 28th of 
January, 2017, as they came prepared for reciting the information they 
have learnt about the topic ANIMAL WORLD. The children had 
understood the need to be confident, and knowledgeable as they spoke 
about the different creatures in the Animal World – their life cycles, 
garden insects, beneficial insects, harmful insects… etc., The students 



have displayed great confidence in their hard work and preparation. 
Instead of shying away – a general trait observed in students of that 
age – the kids showed wonderful maturity in interacting with the 
parents of their friends along with keeping a sense responsibility 
towards timing and cooperating with their peer group.  

 
LKG, UKG 

The tiny tots of LKG and UKG had a very engaging and fun-filled 
Activity Day on the 4th of February, 2017, where they had to share and 
express the information their teachers have gathered and taught them 
about. The children had to speak about various topics: Seasons; Things 
that go together – clothing and accessories, games – indoor, outdoor; 
Transport, Colours and Shapes; Animals – their sounds, young ones, 
homes; Story telling….. all related to the Environment. The week 
preceding their Activity Day the little ones enjoyed the extra time they 
spent away from the classroom having more fun than the regular 
learning…. forming groups and discussing, giving feedback to each 
other, observing the teachers and adapting the technique of portraying 



the models and of course themselves….. The children surely discovered 
their talents and felt immensely confident about themselves. 

 


